Support to scale antibiotic
stewardship in long-term care
homes: how much is enough?
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As evidence demonstrating the positive
impact of antibiotic stewardship interventions grows, there is an urgent need
to understand how these efforts can be
replicated in other settings (‘spread’) and
how infrastructure can be developed to
support broader implementation across
large systems of care (‘scale’).1 2 In addition to ensuring that individual patients
are protected from adverse effects of
unnecessary antibiotics, there is a societal
imperative to spread and scale stewardship such that it reaches large numbers
of people, as misuse of antibiotics has a
ripple effect across populations through
the emergence of resistant infections.
Identifying strategies to move stewardship
beyond the controlled, well-
resourced
world of research to the real world will
ensure that the benefit of investment in
research is maximised while population harms from antibiotic overuse are
minimised.3
In this issue of BMJ Quality and Safety,
Chambers and colleagues report the
results of a controlled before-
and-
after
study, accompanied by a process evaluation, assessing the impact of virtual
learning collaboratives to scale an antibiotic stewardship programme that had
previously been demonstrated to be effective in long-
term care homes (LTCHs)
across Ontario.4 Public Health Ontario
(PHO), an arm’s length governmental
body that provides scientific expertise
to support healthcare in the province,
previously developed the Urinary Tract
Infection (UTI) Program to reduce inappropriate urine culturing and unnecessary
antibiotic prescribing for asymptomatic
bacteriuria in non-catheterised residents
of LTCHs. The multimodal UTI Program
consists of written guidance for LTCHs
about how to adopt best practices through
a list of specific implementation strategies

(eg, readiness strategies, education, monitoring) and a suite of tools to support these
efforts (eg, fact sheets, posters, communication material for patients and families,
process surveillance forms, assessment
algorithm for UTIs).5 After demonstrating
effectiveness at reducing urine culturing
and antibiotic use in a small pilot of 10
facilities,6 PHO sought to implement the
programme more widely. They selected
virtual learning collaboratives as a strategy
to scale the UTI Program to all LTCHs in
Ontario.
Learning collaboratives are a commonly
used implementation and quality improvement strategy. Teams from multiple
organisations engage in repeated episodes
of shared learning, group discussion, skill
building and data sharing under the guidance of expert faculty, typically conducted
face to face.7 Virtual alternatives have been
proposed, to reduce the cost of participation and increase the speed of translating
evidence into practice, although there is
limited evidence of their effectiveness.8
Known barriers to virtual collaboratives
include lack of engagement and accountability, time constraints and scheduling,
personnel turnover, lack of clarity about
expectations and difficulty navigating
technology.9 10 However, virtual collaboratives are an appealing strategy for scale
of stewardship interventions in LTCHs
because they minimise stakeholder
time away from the clinical setting (an
important consideration for contexts with
frequent staffing shortages), allow remote
facilities efficient access to collaborative
activities and facilitate ongoing improvement work when physical distancing
measures prohibit gathering (such as in
the current pandemic).
While appealing in theory, how well
do virtual collaboratives work to support
scale and improvement in long-term care
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Figure 1 Attrition of long-term care home (LTCH) engagement in scale
of the Urinary Tract Infection Program over time.4

settings? These can be particularly challenging places
to implement antibiotic stewardship interventions due
to financial constraints, frequent staff turnover and
family pressure to prescribe.11 LTCHs also often lack
access to physicians or pharmacists with antibiotic
stewardship expertise, capacity to track and report
antibiotic use data and on-site diagnostic laboratory
services.12 13 Variable uptake and low engagement with
stewardship interventions by LTCHs are common even
in the relatively well-resourced setting of research.14
Against this backdrop, the findings of positive
change in key outcome metrics from the 32 of 620
long-term care facilities in Ontario that engaged with
the UTI Program via virtual learning collaboratives, as
described by Chambers and colleagues, inspire a feeling
of measured hope. LTCHs that participated in the
virtual learning collaboratives had significantly greater
decreases in rates of urine culturing and urinary antibiotic prescriptions per 1000 resident days, compared
with matched controls. The magnitude of change
observed was modest (a difference of 1 urine culture
per 1000 resident days, and 0.5 day of urinary antibiotic use per 1000 resident days) but a difference-in-
difference analysis demonstrated a significant benefit
of participation in the virtual learning collaboratives.
The change in the rate of urine cultures performed was
19% lower while urinary antibiotic prescriptions were
13% lower in those LTCHs that participated than in
the control group (p<0.0001).
Interestingly, the accompanying process evaluation
suggests that the benefit of participation in the virtual
learning collaboratives is not dependent on attendance
at all sessions or complete adoption of all the recommended implementation strategies. The virtual learning
collaboratives comprised three sessions. Only 36% of
Table 1

LTCHs were represented at all sessions. Chambers
and colleagues observed that there was no significant
difference in impact between LTCHs that attended all
sessions and those that attended only some. This raises
questions about the ‘dose’ of collaborative participation needed to derive benefit, or whether facilities that
fully engage in learning collaboratives on an ongoing
basis have intrinsic organisational characteristics that
predispose to success.
In this real-world intervention, LTCHs were given
free choice about which implementation strategies
to adopt. It is not surprising that there was variation
observed in their use, given that LTCHs have different
structures and needs.15 16 What is interesting is that
the implementation strategies least commonly used in
the study—readiness strategies to engage prescribers,
and audit of performance—are traditionally considered to be the most impactful on changing antibiotic prescribing practices.14 17 We do not know why
LTCHs selected the implementation strategies that
they did, but we hypothesise that their choices had to
do with familiarity (84% chose education) and level
of personnel effort required (only 47% built a three-
person implementation team). What is reassuring is
that these LTCHs found success through the use of
strategies that were considered appropriate for their
local context.
While this study demonstrates the effectiveness
of virtual learning collaboratives as a technique to
scale antibiotic stewardship in the real world, some
key questions remain about how a greater degree of
engagement with voluntary antibiotic stewardship
interventions can be secured across a large number
of facilities. Chambers and colleagues started by
approaching all 620 LTCHs in Ontario. The engagement of LTCHs from recruitment to full participation
involved considerable attrition over time, with only
5.2% of the LTCHs in Ontario ultimately engaging
with the UTI Program via the virtual learning collaboratives (figure 1).
There is little information reported in the paper
about why some LTCHs declined participation and
none about why some withdrew. Truly scaling stewardship via broad implementation requires a greater
understanding of how to get LTCHs to engage with
free, locally adaptive, effective and minimally time-
intensive programmes.

Outer context domains to support scale in antibiotic stewardship in long-term care homes (LTCHs)

Incentives and policy
Performance metrics and data feedback
Interorganisational networks

►► LTCH antibiotic stewardship honour roll with tiered system of status.12
►► Regulatory requirement that LTCHs document antibiotic stewardship activities.
►► National quality measure discouraging the treatment of asymptomatic bacteriuria.19
►► Quarterly reports to LTCH on rates of urine culturing and antibiotic use.
►► Regional dashboards with performance measures to promote peer pressure.
►► Leveraging antibiotic stewardship expertise in acute care hospitals that LTCHs already have a relationship with to
address stewardship across the care continuum.20

►► Collaboration with LTCH and their contracted laboratory to develop facility-specific antibiograms.12
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A consideration of the public health infrastructure
in Ontario surrounding these virtual learning collaboratives provides important information about the
features of complex interdependent systems of care
that may support or impede scale in stewardship.18
PHO promotes scaling of public health interventions,
with considerable reach across a network of LTCHs
via existing regional infection prevention and control
support teams situated across the province, expertise in stewardship, trained facilitators and access
to comprehensive provincial administrative data to
support the outcome assessment. There are other
features of the outer context that, if present, may have
also encouraged greater engagement by LTCHs in
the virtual learning collaboratives (table 1). Encouraging busy, often under-resourced LTCHs to participate in stewardship could be bolstered by policies at
the system level that incentivise engagement through
regulatory requirements, peer pressure, reputational
incentives, performance metrics and leveraging stewardship expertise through pre-existing interorganisational networks.
Spread and scale of interventions to change clinical practice is challenging in general, but especially
complex for antibiotic stewardship in the LTCH
setting. Changing antibiotic prescribing requires the
engagement of multiple stakeholders with diverse
priorities, modifying deeply ingrained clinician and
patient behaviours, coordinating collective action
across institutions within a region, accessing valid,
informative and timely antibiotic use metrics, securing
leadership accountability for performance and
contending with resource limitations. Virtual learning
collaboratives are one low-
resource intensive technique that intermediary organisations, public health
agencies, regulatory bodies and healthcare systems can
use to spread best practices in antibiotic stewardship to
the many sites of care in which patients could benefit.
More research is needed to understand how to engage
a larger number of organisations with these voluntary
programmes such that the principles of stewardship
can be embedded in all settings where antibiotics are
used.
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